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Abstract. Quality requirements, like security requirements, are difficult
to elicit, especially if they cross multiple domains. Understanding these
domains is an important issue in the requirements engineering process
for the corresponding systems. Well-known requirements engineering ap-
proaches, such as goal-oriented techniques provide a good starting point
in capturing security requirements in the form of soft-goals in the early
stage of the software engineering process. However, such approaches are
not sufficient for context and problem analysis. On the other hand, the
context and problem modeling approaches like e.g., problem frames, do
not address the system goals. Integrating the relevant context knowledge
into goal models is a promising approach to address the mutual limita-
tions. In this paper, we propose a framework for combining goal models
and problem frames. The framework makes it possible to document the
goals of the system together with the corresponding knowledge of the
system’s context. Furthermore, it supports the process of refining (soft-)
goals right up to the elicitation of corresponding security requirements.
To show the applicability of our approach, we illustrate its application
on a real-life case study concerning Smart Grids.

Keywords: Requirements engineering, security requirements, problem
frames, goal modeling.

1 Introduction

Requirements engineering (RE) is an engineering activity that ties up the devel-
opment activities with the real-world problems. It performs a series of activities
based on the recognition of a problem to be solved and leads to a detailed
specification of that problem [1]. This specification includes the requirements of
the system-to-be in a way that the system meets the expected quality concerns
of the stakeholders as well as the functional ones. Although the treatment of
quality requirements in software development is not yet as well mastered as the
treatment of functional requirements [2], it has recently caught more attention.
Quality requirements such as security requirements must be elicited, analyzed,
and documented as thoroughly as functional ones.
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Understanding the context is an important issue in RE for eliciting and an-
alyzing requirements. During context analysis, the analyst anticipates how the
system-to-be will be integrated in its real world context, once it is in operation.
Due to the fact that the size and complexity of the environment (context) of
typical software-intensive systems, e.g., as integrated in smart grid, grew very
fast in the last decade, e.g., systems-of-systems, the context analysis activities
during RE become more and more crucial. Context analysis techniques support
the requirements engineer to specify the requirements of the system in a system-
atic way. Therefore, the first mandatory task in RE is to know and explore the
context, which the system will interact with. Focusing on the system itself prior
to modeling its context lacks considering domain knowledge in eliciting require-
ments. The elicited requirements might be built on incomplete or even wrong
domain knowledge. This can lead to failure of the system due to incorrect or
incomplete requirements. Considering security requirements, this might be even
more costly and disastrous because of business critical data losses and violation
of security rules or any unacceptable outcome.

Goal modeling approaches support the elicitation of system purposes in the
RE process, but they have shortcomings as well. First, they tend to be inadequate
and imperfect in describing the problem context [3]. Second, the goal models
grow quickly, posing a threat to manageability and traceability [4]. Third, goals
are hierarchical, hence, it sometimes becomes difficult to determine where a goal
is situated in the hierarchy and how it relates to the problem context. Moreover,
for every goal, there is always a discoverable super-goal. Thus, goal modeling
techniques need to be bounded by the problem domain [5].

Problem frames [6] are concerned with the context modeling and the under-
standing of the context in RE. They analyze the problem context as it is in the real
world. However, they lack addressing the goals of the system under consideration.

Therefore, problem frames have the potential to be combined with other RE
techniques, such as goal-oriented approaches [7,8]. Goal-oriented approaches in-
vestigate goals of the system, whereas in problem frames goals can be identi-
fied by investigating the context of the problem. The relationship and the gap
we identified between problem frames and goal-oriented approaches suggest the
combination of these techniques. In the problem frames approach, there is no
way to connect the requirements to the goals or to identify new goals. The goals
can be identified by determining why we want to find a solution for this problem.
After finding the way to identifying the goal, which is relevant to analyze the
specific problem, the goal could be connected to the requirements.

On the other hand, both approaches are not able to show the dynamic behav-
ior of the situation. They are not expressive in showing requirements behavior
and the real world interactions. In this paper, we propose a framework based
on problem frames and goal models with support of Message Sequence Charts
(MSCs) [9] that provides support for the RE phase. The dynamic behavior of the
problem context is modeled using MSCs. The gaps and drawbacks mentioned
above are addressed using our framework. This combination can provide a good
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understanding and overview of the real world prior to structuring the system
and map the problem to its solution.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we explain
the fundamentals of our method. Section 3 presents our approach for combining
problem frames and goal models to support context analysis during requirements
engineering. To demonstrate the usefulness of the framework we demonstrate
its application on a case study taken from the smart grid domain in Section
4. Section 5 discusses related work. Finally, Section 6 gives a conclusion and
sketches future work.

2 Fundamentals

In this section we briefly introduce the problem frames approach, goal modeling,
and the use of MSCs in RE. These techniques are the fundamentals for the
framework that is described in Section 3.

2.1 Problem Frames

Problem frames [6] are one of the RE approaches, located in the early life-cycle
of software engineering. Problem frames capture information from the context
of the system in a simple way. A problem frame consists of domains, interfaces
between them, and a requirement. Domains describe entities in the real world
that are distinguished in three different types: biddable domains that are usu-
ally people, causal domains that comply with some physical laws, and lexical
domains that are data representations. Interfaces connect domains, and they
contain shared phenomena. Shared phenomena may be events, operation calls or
messages. They are observable by at least two domains, but controlled by only
one domain, as indicated by the name of that domain and “!”. An example can
be find in Section 4 (see Fig. 6).

When we state a requirement, we want to change something in the world with
the machine (e.g., software) to be developed. Therefore, each requirement con-
strains at least one domain. Such a constrained domain is the core of any problem
description because it has to be controlled according to the requirements. Hence,
a constrained domain triggers the need for developing a new software (the ma-
chine) that provides the desired control. A requirement may refer to several
domains in the environment of the machine. The task is to construct a machine
that improves the behavior of the real world (in which it is integrated) in ac-
cordance with the requirements. According to the problem frames approach, the
problem is decomposed into subproblems, which are represented by problem di-
agrams. A problem diagram consists of a submachine, the relevant domains, the
interfaces between these domains, and a requirement.

In this paper we describe problem frames using UML4PF (UML profile for
Problem Frames) [10,11] that is based on UML class diagrams. In Section 4,
we model the context of our application example using the UML notation for
problem frames.
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2.2 Goal Modeling

In the RE community, goal modeling approaches have gained considerable atten-
tion. These approaches aim at capturing the rationale for the software system
development. Goal models are mostly represented in tree-like structures that
define the intentions of different stakeholders at different levels of abstraction
[12]. Goal modeling links the high-level goals to the low-level requirements [13].
Goal-oriented approaches, such as KAOS [13], i* [14] and goal graphs [12], seek
reasons or purposes to design the system (purpose of the system). These ap-
proaches use AND/OR connectors to represent the goal decomposition and to
define the alternative solutions for fulfilling the super-goal. Goals can be clas-
sified into two different categories: hard-goals and soft-goals. Hard-goals may
refer to the functional properties of the system behavior, whereas, soft-goals
represent quality preferences of the stakeholders. Soft-goals can be achieved at
different levels of satisfaction, which means that there is no clear-cut definition
for their satisfaction. Examples can be find in Section 4 (see Fig. 5 and Fig.
8). In KAOS notation the goals are modeled as parallelograms and soft-goals in
form of dashed parallelograms. Among different goals in the hierarchy of KAOS
goal model, there are either AND-refinement or OR-refinement. A positive or
negative influence on a soft-goal can be represented using +, ++ or -, - -. A
contribution operator represents a positive (+, ++) or negative (-, - -) influence
on soft-goals. It documents to which level of satisfaction a soft-goal is influenced
either positively or negatively.

2.3 Message Sequence Charts

MSCs [9] have proven to be successful in system development, in particular for RE.
They are widely used for the concrete description of not only the system behav-
ior, but also the context. They are especially used to describe the context behavior
by requirements engineers and later validate the requirements for an acceptance
test. In addition, they provide a convenient notation to describe behavioral require-
ments in the form of interaction diagrams. MSC consists of a set of actors/entities
of the system (boxes), life-lines (vertical dashed lines), messages between the ac-
tors (arrows), and states (ovals). Actors can send and receive messages ordered by
their occurrencewithin their life-lines. The state of different actorsmaybe changed
upon to receiving a message. An example can be found in Section 4 (see Fig. 7).
When using MSCs for modeling behavioral requirements the corresponding dia-
gram specifies the flow of interactions between the system and its context that has
to be performed to satisfy a specific purpose of the system.

3 Framework for Combining Problem Frames and Goal
Models to Support Context Analysis

We show how the problem frames approach can be enhanced by linking goals to
the problem diagrams satisfying that goal. The goal in the KAOS goal model
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Fig. 1. Relation between the goal and related requirement(s)

(Goal X in Fig. 1) will be localized by setting up a problem diagram. By using
the established problem diagram, domains that contribute to the satisfaction of
Goal X will be identified. The Goal X in the KAOS model is modeled in the
problem diagram, as well as using the stereotype �goal�. The Requirement(s)
in the problem diagram (Fig. 1) is a placeholder for requirements, which will
be elicited when using our method. Requirement(s) for satisfying the goal under
consideration (e.g., Goal X) will be elicited with the knowledge gained from
domain analysis based on domains and phenomena between them. The use of
MSC models helps to represent the dynamics of the problem diagrams. The goal
model that will be further refined is based on the knowledge gained from the
domain analysis using the problem diagram. Our framework provides support for
the requirement elicitation considering its respective goal. Note that this process
is iterative and recursive. It means that the new refined goals (added to the goal
model) will be selected in following iterations for deriving refined requirements.
In Section 3.1, our method is described in a detailed and methodic way. In
Section 3.2, we show where our method is located in the RE technology map
proposed by Nakatani et al. and Tsumaki et al. [15,16].

3.1 Combining Problem Frames and Goal Models to Support
Context Analysis

– Step 1 — Set up the Goal Model: The first step is concerned with
setting up the goal model. We model and document the goal model using
KAOS. This model is established based on stakeholder intentions, which in-
clude the purpose of the system under development. The goals are captured
either by interviewing involved stakeholders or based on expertise of a re-
quirements engineer. We start with high-level goals, and then refine them
into hierarchical goal structures.

– Step 2 — Select a Goal: After setting up the KAOS goal model, we
select a goal (e.g., Goal X). This goal can be one of the major concerns of
stakeholder(s), which should be followed systematically until its satisfaction
is achieved. To this end, the Goal X will be further enhanced with domain
knowledge gained in the next steps. Goal X is the input for the next step.
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Fig. 2. MSC for the realization of the goal addressed in the problem diagram

– Step 3 — Identify Relevant Domains: For the selected goal (Goal X), we
identify the domains from the problem context under consideration. These
domains are involved in the satisfaction of Goal X. The output of this step
is a list of contributor domains that will set up the corresponding problem
diagram in the next step.

– Step 4 — Set up the Problem Diagram: By using the domains identified
in the previous step, we set up problem diagrams. These problem diagrams
depict a small and focused portion of the problem context related to the se-
lected goal. This supports a more objective and structured way of addressing
the problem rather than having the overall one. In this way, the goal located
in the goal model is mapped to at least one problem diagram. In this step,
we do not yet know the requirements that satisfy the selected goal. We only
keep a placeholder for the requirements that we extract in the next step.
Figure 1 on the left-hand side shows how a problem diagram can be linked
to the part of the goal model, which is realized using that problem diagram.

– Step 5 — Extract the Requirements: By using the domains accommo-
dated in the problem diagram and the related goal, we extract the require-
ments to achieve the selected goal. The intentions of solving the problem
refer to the goal of the system under consideration, which will be satisfied
by the requirements in the problem diagram. The extraction is based on the
domains and phenomena between them. The requirements are described in
natural language. The description of derived requirements include domains
and phenomena in the problem diagram. Derived requirements shall specify
the expected behaviour of the domains as a reaction to referred or observed
phenomena. We then complete the problem diagram using the extracted
requirements. The placeholder for requirements in the problem diagram in-
dicates the identifier(s) of extracted requirement(s).

– Step 6 — Set up the MSC: In this step, we take the problem dia-
gram annotated with the goal as input. Then, we model and document the
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Fig. 3. RE technology map based on [15,16]

interactions of the domains for the realization of the goal. As mentioned
in Section 1, the problem diagrams themselves are not able to visualize or
represent the interactions between the domains in the required order. The
MSCs should capture the following information:
• Initialization. The sequence of actions and events, which would bring
the machine to its initial state. In this state, the machine begins its
operation. The context domains have also some sets of states.

• The dynamic behavior of the requirement and the interactions between
the domains. It is not clear which phenomena will trigger the machine
for solving the represented problem.

• Breakage. A causal domain may be damaged if certain sequences of oper-
ations are performed on it. Such kinds of sequences should be identified
and avoided [17,18].

The MSC related to a problem diagram and its addressed goal shows how the
goal can be realized. It includes the context domains identified in the problem
diagram. The phenomena in the problem diagram form the messages. The
mapping between the problem diagram on the left-hand side of Fig. 1 to
the MSC for describing the dynamic behavior and the interaction between
the domains in the context is shown in Fig. 2. The actors in the MSC should
be found as domains in the problem diagram. The messages between the
actors represent the phenomena.

– Step 7: Refine the Goal Model In this step, we refine the goal model
further, if it is needed. Then, we continue with step two. The refinement of
the goal model is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 1 by dashed lines
representing the new identified goal.

3.2 Location of Our Framework in the RE Technology Map

Our approach mainly focuses on the early requirements process dealing with re-
quirements elicitation. Among a number of available RE techniques, we make use
of three widely practiced ones: problem frames, goal-oriented, and scenario-based
approaches. Our method uses these three techniques that clearly differ from each
other in nature. To characterize the differences of these techniques and the ben-
efits of combining them as a framework, we use a map for RE techniques [15,16]
shown in Fig. 3. This map has two dimensions. One of these dimensions concerns
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the elicitation operation types and the other one concerns target object types. The
operational type illustrates how the requirements elicitation and acquisition pro-
cess is conducted. This is done by focusing on either static structures or dynamic
behaviors:

– Static: The static structure of the domains in the context is analyzed for re-
quirements elicitation. The methods belonging to this category, e.g., problem
frames and KAOS goal models try to accomplish the RE activities in a struc-
tured and systematic way. There are rules or guidelines how to decompose
the problem or how to refine the goals, respectively.

– Dynamic: Requirements are elicited from the domain focusing on their dy-
namic behaviors. Requirements are elicited in an imaginative and unme-
thodical way like scenarios and interviews. For many stakeholders, it is often
easier to think in terms of procedural behaviors or situational changes over
time. The dynamic behavior is modeled in our framework using MSCs, which
are easy understandable.

The second dimension, the object type, is concerned with the properties of the
target context, which has to be analyzed. It can be either closed or open:

– Closed: The target context is relatively stable, known, and closed. This space
is basically structured and bounded by a particular syntax. Therefore, it can
be understood by focusing on the syntax. Hence, using a closed RE technique
bounds the scope of meaning.

– Open: The object space is relatively unstable, unknown, changing, and open.
Here, meanings should be well considered for analysis the target context.
The approaches belonging to this category are more human oriented, e.g.,
brainstorming and goal modeling techniques belong to this category.

Figure 3 maps the three techniques used in our approach with regard to the
dimensional spaces. Nakatani et al. and Tsumaki et al. [15,16] allocated various
RE techniques in this map. The allocation of these techniques in different quad-
rants in the RE map demonstrates the coverage of our approach that bridges the
lower-left quadrant to the upper-right quadrant. We begin in our framework with
a KAOS goal model, which is open and static. Then, we carry on with problem
frames for decomposing and structuring the context. Problem frames are closed
and therefore bound the scope of meaning the KAOS goal models. Subsequently,
we use MSCs, which are closed and can express the dynamic behavior.

4 Application Example

In this section we show the application of our approach to the real-life case study
”Smart Grids” adapted from the European Network of Excellence on Engineering
Secure Future Internet Software Services and Systems (NESSoS)1.

1 http://www.nessos-project.eu/

http://www.nessos-project.eu/
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Fig. 4. The context of a smart grid system based on [19]

4.1 Introduction to the Case Study ”Smart Grid”

To use energy in an optimal way, smart grids make it possible to couple the
generation, distribution, storage, and consumption of energy. Smart grids use
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), which allow for financial,
informational, and electrical transactions. In order to define the real functional
and security requirements, we considered the documents “Protection Profile for
the Gateway of a Smart Metering System”[19] provided by the German Federal
Office for Information Security2 and “Requirements of AMI” [20] provided by
the EU project OPEN meter3. Figure 4 shows the simplified context of a smart
grid system based on [19].

A smart grid involves a wide variety of data that should be treated in a secure
way. Protection profile defines security objectives for the central communication
unit (Gateway in Fig. 4) in a smart metering system. Beforehand, we define the
terms specific to the smart grid domain taken from the protection profile:

Gateway represents the central communication unit in a smart metering sys-
tem. It is responsible for collecting, processing, storing, and communicating
meter data.

Meter data refers to meter readings measured by the meter, regarding con-
sumption or production of a certain commodity.

Meter represents the device that measures the consumption and production of
a certain commodity and sends it to the gateway.

Authorized external entity could be a human or IT unit that communicates
with the gateway from outside the gateway boundaries through a WAN. The
roles are defined as external entities that interact with the gateway and
the meter are consumer, grid operator, supplier, gateway operator, gateway

2 http://www.bsi.bund.de
3 http://www.openmeter.com/

http://www.bsi.bund.de
http://www.openmeter.com/
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administrator, . . . (For the complete list of possible external entities see the
protection profile[19]).

WAN (Wide Area Network) provides the communication network that
interconnects the gateway with the outside world.

LMN (Local Metrological Network) provides the communication network
between the meter and the gateway.

HAN (Home Area Network) provides the communication network between
the consumer and the gateway.

Consumer refers to end user or producer of commodities (electricity, gas,
water, or heat).

4.2 Application of the Approach to the Smart Grid

Applying our approach to the case study implies the following activities and
working results.

Step 1 — Set up the Goal Model: The intentions of the stakeholders are
reflected in the documents mentioned above. Therefore, they provide a good ba-
sis for setting up a goal model for the smart grid system. We set up the goal
model by locating the super-goal Develop Gateway for Smart Meter System at
the top of the goal model. The Gateway has to satisfy the required behavior for
such a system. It has to achieve 20 goals as stated in [20]. The goals are divided
into three categories minimum, advanced, and optional. Thirteen Goals are con-
tained in the category minimum that represents the necessary ones to achieve
the super-goal of the system. For reasons of clarity and comprehensibility, we
only show three of 20 goals required to achieve the super-goal in Fig. 5.

Step 2 — Select a Goal: We select the goal Meter Reading for billing, which
is contained in the category minimum. According to [20], this goal deals with
gathering, processing, and providing of meter reading for the billing process. The
selected goal serves as input for the next step.

Fig. 5. Simplified goal model for the smart meter system including the super-goal and
its directly related goals
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Fig. 6. Linking of the selected goal to the related problem diagram

Step 3 — Identify Relevant Domains: To identify the relevant domains,
we make use of the selected goal and the context of the smart grid system. For
the gathering of meter readings we need to connect to the smart meter. The
gathered meter readings have to be processed. Therefore, we need to store them
into meter data. After processing, the meter data should be provided to the
authorized external entity in order to create the bill. The domains we identified
are therefore smart meter, meter data, and authorized external entity.

Step 4 — Set up the Problem Diagram: We set up a problem diagram,
which contains the domains SmartMeter,MeterData, and AuthorizedExternalEn-
tity identified in the previous step. Figure 6 shows the corresponding problem
diagram in UML notation. The machine HandlingMeterData has to meet the re-
quirement Requirements, which leads to satisfying the related goalMeter Reading
for Billing. The problem diagram describes that the machineHandlingMeterData
receives meter data from the SmartMeter, writes it into MeterData, and submits
it to the AuthorizedExternalEntity. Note that the problem diagram does not
make any statements about the order of performing the phenomena. The no-
tation SM !{sendMeterData} (between the domains HandlingMeterData and
SmartMeter) means that the phenomenon sendMeterData is controlled by the
domain SmartMeter. The requirement Requirements constrains the domainsMe-
terData and AuthorizedExternalEntity. This is expressed by a dependency with
the stereotype�constrains�. It refers to the domain SmartMeter as expressed
by a dependency with the stereotype �refersTo�. Note that the requirement
Requirements acts as a placeholder in this step. It will be extracted in the next
step. In this way, the goal located in the goal model is mapped to the context.

Step 5 — Extract the Requirements: Inputs for this step are the domains
from the problem diagram and the related goal. The domains SmartMeter, Me-
terData, and AuthorizedExternalEntity are contained in the problem diagram
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HandlingMeterData. The related goal Meter Reading for billing is concerned
with gathering, processing, and providing of meter reading for the billing pro-
cess. Based on this information, we identify four new refined requirements, which
replace the requirement Requirements in Fig. 6.

– R1: The smart meter sends meter data to the Gateway.
– R2: The Gateway shall process the received meter data.
– R3: The Gateway shall store the result of the process into meter data.
– R4: The Gateway shall submit the result to external parties.

Step 6 — Set up the MSC: In this step, we model and document the dynamic
behavior of the context using MSCs. We represent the sequence of phenomena in
the initialization of the problem and the realization of the goal. Figure 7 shows
the dynamics of the goal Meter Reading for billing. The same domains depicted
in the problem diagram become actors in MSC and related phenomena are the
messages between them.

Fig. 7. MSC for the problem diagram related to the goal Meter Reading for billing

Step 7 — Refine the Goal Model: Considering the requirements R1 and
R4 and security issues, we determine a need for protection of data during trans-
mission. There is no security issue for the requirement R2. The requirement R3
is concerned with storing of data. We therefore need to protect the data dur-
ing storage. Hence the goal Meter Reading for billing is further refined into two
soft-goals Protection of data during transmission and Protection of data during
storage. The refined goal model is represented in Fig. 8.

At this point, we reached the Step 7 of the method and continue with the
step two by selecting a goal. As our approach is a recursive technique, we select
the refined goal Protection of data during transmission (Step 2) to continue
before applying the approach to the next higher level goal (see Meter regis-
tration in Fig. 5) in the next iteration. As identified in the previous step, the
selected goal is related to the requirements R1 and R4. We carry on with the
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Fig. 8. Goal model and its identified new goals after first iteration of the approach

Fig. 9. Linking of the selected refined goal protection of data while transmission to the
related problem diagram for the requirement R4

next step only for the requirement R4 to identify the relevant domains. From
the context of the smart grid depicted in Fig. 4, we identify the new domain
WAN, when submitting the result to external parties (R4) (step 3). We set
up the problem diagram for the requirement R4 considering the new identified
domain WAN (Step 4). Figure 9 shows the corresponding problem diagram. It
describes that the machine SubmitMD submits MeterData through the WAN to
the AuthorizedExternalEntity. To achieve the selected soft-goal, we identify two
security requirements Conf DataTransmission and Int DataTransmission using
the problem diagram from the previous step.

These security requirements state the preservation of confidentiality and in-
tegrity of data during transmission. They complement the functional requirement
R4 to satisfy the soft-goal Protection of data while transmission (see Fig. 9)
(Step 5). Since the requirements analysis based on the classical problem frames
does not support analyzing quality requirements, we extended it by explicitly
taking into account quality requirements, which complement functional require-
ments [21]. We use a UML profile for dependability [10] to annotate problem
diagrams with security requirements.
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Fig. 10. MSC for the problem diagram related to the soft-goal protection of data while
transmission

To represent the dynamic behavior of the related context, we set up a MSC
shown in Fig. 10 (Step 6). To simplify the MSC, we combine the domains WAN
and AuthorizedExternalEntity. The message sendDataToAuthorizedExternalEn-
tity represents the phenomena sendDataIntoWAN and forwardData in the prob-
lem diagram 9. Further, a security mechanism is needed to satisfy the security
requirements represented in the problem diagram.

At this point, there is no further refinement on the goal model necessary
(Step 7). Next, we would proceed with Step 2 in the next iteration for the goal
Protection of data during storage. Ones we treated all the refined goals belonging
to the goal Meter Reading for billing, we carry on with the next higher level goal
Meter registration.

Applying our framework to the example of a smart grid system, we have
shown how to combine the problem frames approach with a goal modeling tech-
nique to use the strengths of each technique and ameliorate the weaknesses. We
have analyzed the context of the problem and related it to the goals of the sys-
tem, explicitly to elicit (quality) requirements systematically. New (soft-)goals
have been identified using the knowledge gained from the context analysis. Fur-
thermore, we have used MSCs and related them to the problem diagrams to
represent the dynamic behavior of the system-to-be additionally to its static
structure represented by the problem frames approach.

5 Related Work

In some work on context modeling, a context diagram is used prior to problem
diagrams [6]. The context diagram represents the context by capturing the do-
mains and interconnections of them. A problem diagram contains additionally
to the relevant domains, the corresponding requirement. Therefore, the informa-
tion from the context diagram can also be obtained by using problem diagrams.
We use problem diagrams in our approach to represent the relevant context of
each problem we want to treat.
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There are other problem frame approaches in literature that aim at structur-
ing the solution by fitting the problem to an appropriate problem frame [22].
The authors provide architectural patterns for each problem frame. In this way,
they map each problem fitted to a problem frame to one possible solution. The
proposed approach is more oriented on the architecture phase. In contrast, our
work is concerned with requirements elicitation and their refinement.

A combination of use cases with problem frames is introduced in the work pro-
posed by Del Bianco and Lavazza [23,24]. The authors investigate the possibility
of enhancing the problem frames with concepts derived from requirements mod-
eling techniques like use cases based on scenarios and histories. This approach
does not cover capturing and modeling the goals of the system. It is similar to
the work proposed by Choppy and Reggio [25].

Goal-oriented approaches are integrated within problem frames in [26,27,28].
Bleistein et al. construct a business strategy in a goal model [26,27]. Parts of
these goal models are integrated in different problem diagrams instead of re-
quirements. This approach is used to validate system requirements against the
constructed business strategy. The proposed approach does not treat the elici-
tation of requirements and the identification of system goals. The goal models
used in these two works are based on i* notation, which makes the requirement
part of the problem diagram complex when it comes to defining the requirement.

Liu and Jin use i* goal models and problem frames to enhance the information
about the actors in an i* model [28]. The authors map the domain constraints
from problem diagrams to i* models. The tasks, which the machine would take
over from the actor in a problem diagram are modeled in i* using tasks. The
authors do neither consider the elicitation of the requirements nor the definition
of goals or mapping them to the context.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed an iterative and recursive approach to bridge the gap
between the knowledge of the context and the system purposes. Being aware of
the context and relevant domains is essential to avoid extra cost and disastrous
situations, in particular when considering security issues of the system. Our
approach integrates goal modeling with problem frames and MSCs.

Our main aim is the systematic elicitation of requirements using related goals
and relevant domains in the problem context. The problem frame approach en-
ables us to identify the relevant domains in the context of fulfilling a goal. The goals
within goal models are mapped to the context of the system. MSCs are used to
model the dynamic behavior of the context to satisfy a goal. Furthermore, we pro-
vided support for the refinement of goals and soft-goals right up to the elicitation of
corresponding requirements, in particular security requirements. Hence, the prob-
lem diagrams not only act as a glue for tying a high-level goal to the requirements
and the related behavior, but they also support the refinement of goals.

We showed the applicability of our framework using the case study smart
grid. We applied our approach on embedded systems with example application
of Automatic Cruise Control (ACC) system as well.
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The combination of problem frames and goalswith support ofMSCs provides an
innovative step toward analyzing dynamic behavior and static structure of require-
ments. The overall contribution of our approach can be summarized as follows: (1)
eliciting requirements using the related goal and relevant domains in the context;
(2) relating requirements - in particular security requirements - to the systemgoals,
in particular soft-goals; (3) identifying new (soft-)goals using problem diagrams;
(4) relating dynamic behavior of the system-to-be to the static problem;

We used the UML profile for problem frames (UML4PF), which is conceived as
an Eclipse plug in using Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) [29]. We enhanced
the UML4PF to represent goal notations. The requirements engineer applying
our framework has to actively be involved in the process of requirements elicita-
tion and refinement. Therefore, (s)he does not strive for an automatic tool, but
for a tool that supports the requirements engineer in applying our approach and
facilitate his/her work. In the next step we aim at providing an integrated tool
support for the whole approach.
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